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Introduction: Near-IR observations of CO isotopologues taken at high spectral resolution toward young stellar objects (YSOs) enable valuable comparisons between YSOs and solar system material, as well as robust evaluation of early protoplanetary chemical reservoirs [1–7]. Recent observations toward low-mass, solar-type YSOs revealed signatures consistent with CO self-shielding [2–4], as well as significant heterogeneity in $^{12}$C$^{16}$O/$^{13}$C$^{18}$O gas, which may in part be due to interplay between CO ice and gas [3,4,6,7]. Toward expanding this investigation of early protostellar phenomena to include a range of environments, we present new observations toward massive, luminous YSOs with varying CO ice abundances along a single line-of-sight. These data are part of our ongoing study of carbon reservoirs beyond our solar neighborhood (R$_{GC}$ ~ 8 kpc).

Observations and Methods: Thus far, we have obtained fundamental (υ = 1 – 0) and first overtone (υ = 2 – 0) CO rovibrational absorption spectra toward nine massive YSOs using Keck-NIRSPEC at high resolution (R≈25,000). Spectra were reduced with a customized IDL pipeline. Doppler broadening, integrated gas temperatures, and total molecular column densities were determined with curves-of-growth and rotational analyses.

A subset of preliminary results was recently reported [7].

Results: Thus far, two massive targets, AFGL 2136 (R$_{GC}$=6.1 kpc) and NGC 7538 IRS9 (R$_{GC}$=9.4 kpc), have been completely analyzed. Doppler broadening values are ~ 8 km/s (AFGL 2136) and 3.5 km/s (NGC 7538), with cold $^{12}$C$^{16}$O/$^{13}$C$^{18}$O$_{gas}$ of 59+/−8 and 74+/−3, respectively, which are within expectations from a Galactic $^{12}$C$^{18}$O gradient [8]. Lower cold $^{12}$C$^{16}$O/$^{13}$C$^{18}$O$_{gas}$ than $^{12}$CO$_{dust}$/^{13}CO$_{solid}$ suggest that CO$_2$ may not originate from a CO reservoir as previously assumed [9]. The warm $^{12}$CO/$^{13}$CO$_{gas}$ for AFGL 2136 is 124+/−22, suggesting that both high- and low-mass YSOs [2,3,4] may have higher $^{12}$CO/$^{13}$CO$_{gas}$ in warm vs. cold gas. Signatures consistent with CO ice-gas interplay were found toward the massive YSOs, following a similar trend in the low-mass sample [3,4,7].

Conclusions: New observations toward two massive YSOs suggest generally less dispersion in $^{12}$C$^{16}$O/$^{13}$C$^{18}$O$_{gas}$ toward high- vs. low-mass YSOs, while interactions between CO ice and gas may be similarly affecting the $^{12}$C$^{16}$O/$^{13}$C$^{18}$O$_{gas}$ in both high- and low-mass YSOs. Our new data further indicate that CO$_2$ may not originate from CO. This ongoing investigation of a range of massive, luminous YSOs will provide a robust suite of observations leading to a statistically significant evaluation of key protoplanetary chemical reservoirs in the Galaxy.